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Max-C

Maximum caster, maximum camber

The Max-C performance adjustable strut top range is named for the ability to achieve Max caster and or Max
camber. You run at Max caster position for street and then simply slide to Max camber for track. Street and
Motorsport versions are available that are designed to work with stock or coil-over diamater springs. That is,
Street kits are limited to stock spring OD clearance while Motorsport suits coil-over or race type springs
delivering a lot more adjustment. Adjustment range is only limited by spring clearance.
Specially engineered with extra heavy-duty COM12 type spherical
KCA251M
bearings that are 40% higher load rating than other popular
packaged
options. Fully serviceable and held in by threaded collar so no
rattle. Height change minimised with average of +3 mm depending
on camber setting. Max-C delivers more by design.
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Contact Whiteline for currently
·available applications.
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base resist bowing.
· Minimised height change. (eg. KCA251S - 7 mm rise at
max caster but 2 mm drop at max neg camber)
· Extra heavy duty serviceable COM12 style bearing, 40%
higher load rating than others for longer life.
· Serviceable threaded spherical bearing retainer nut
minimises rattle and noise.
· Simple, light weight design is 10% lighter than stock and
20% lighter than other popular designs. (KCA251S/M)
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· Maximum caster, maximum camber adjustment.
· Real world, tested & proven measurements, not claims.
· High strength 6 mm machined alloy top plate & steel
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*Values are not absolute but indicative of additional
adjustment achievable at strut top as measured by
Whiteline. Absolute values will vary with height,
rake and other geometry changes.
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For specialist advice in Australia call Free call 1800 040 003
Whiteline direct on ph: 61-2-4340-2355 Fax: 61-2-4340 2466
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